Preface

There are many textbooks that teach the basics and more advanced concepts of mathematical techniques and engineering approaches or the pathophysiology of neurological disorders. But for some readers, such a specialized treatise is more than bargained for. A medical doctor, who wants to interpret an EEG spectrum, does not need to know all intricacies of Fourier theory. On the other hand, an engineer who wants to employ spectral analysis techniques to improve the differential diagnosis of tremor, does not need a full understanding of tremor pathophysiology. Yet, both for physicians and engineers, it is important to bridge the gap between technology and medicine.

With this book, I hope to provide a guide for those interested in crossing over from the field of medicine – neurology in particular – to the field of technology and vice versa. Neurologists and residents in neurology, medical engineers, medical students, biomedical engineers and students, technical medicine students, or students of other interdisciplinary fields may therefore all find this book interesting and useful.

This text is inspired by a lecture series that I started teaching to residents in neurology back in 2006. The goal of that lecture series was to explain mathematical and physical principles underlying neurological diagnostic techniques to medical doctors. Being a mathematician by training, I noticed that my initial more conventional approach was not optimal; only by introducing the abstract concepts through concrete neurological cases I was able to get my educational message across. This experience motivated me to choose an uncommon approach for this book.

Each chapter starts with an outline of what should be known after studying the chapter. Then the neurological problems of interest are introduced through one or more patient cases. Subsequently, the neurodiagnostic technique that can help establish a diagnosis is outlined and the necessary mathematics, physics, or engineering principles are explained. Finally, the new knowledge is applied to the patient cases and other applications of the neurodiagnostic technique are discussed. To help understand the essentials of each chapter, questions with answers are provided throughout the text. For the interested reader, mathematical details are
provided in separate boxes, but they can be easily skipped by those with less background in mathematics. Furthermore, each chapter is completed with many illustrations, a list of easily accessible additional reading material and a glossary. This set-up is intended to make the book suited for self-study, but also for use in classroom lectures.

This book would not have existed without Janne Geraedts and Aaldrik Sillius, who supported me in transforming a long-existing idea into a book proposal as part of a faculty development programme I was participating in 2008. I am also very grateful to Michael Weston, senior editor at Springer, for receiving my book proposal with such great enthusiasm and for his and his assistant’s (Eric Farr) continuing support during the writing process. I highly appreciate the critical feedback on the manuscript by my colleagues (Jan Kuks and Han van der Hoeven) and Ph.D. students (Carolien Toxopeus and Esther Smits) at the University Medical Center Groningen (UMCG) and thank my colleagues Han van der Hoeven, Jan Willem Elting, Fiete Lange, and Angela van Loon at the UMCG for providing me with interesting patient cases. My colleague Fleur van Rootveld at the Academic Medical Center (AMC) in Amsterdam provided a patient case and many valuable comments on the manuscript. My Ph.D. student Marja Broersma provided some photographs and supporting staff members Lukas Dijck, Janneke Sikkema, and Janette Bijnol helped in obtaining the patient data. I thank you all for being so helpful. I would like to thank my parents for their continuing interest in and loving support for my education, academic training, and work. Last but not least: Johan, thank you for being so positively critical, understanding, and supportive (technically as well as by catering) when I was writing for hours in a row in our study.
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